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Hey, what’s up everyone? This is Jamis with secret ops again, and I’m bringing you a article on something that I found to be pretty cool, and I like that I had this option and that it worked very well. This is Chloe. hey Chloe come here hey girl and Chloe is a beautiful Doberman as you can see and Chloe let me see maybe about two months ago came down with the really bad skin issues on her back and uh I took a picture of here’s the picture right here as you can see she was she was losing hair and she was her skin was really flaky and white and it was just it was just awful looking and I didn’t want to just take her.











Watch this video on YouTube




People Also Ask – 💬
❓ How to get rid of mange mites in dogs?

When rubbed directly over the hair and skin, yogurt is super effective in the efforts to get rid of mange mites in dogs. It can be considered as one of the most popular home remedies for mange mites in dogs which you can easily apply without bringing your dogs outside. It is much more suitable if your dog suffers from the problem most in its ears.



❓ How to work with homeopathic remedies for dogs?

Here’s the straight goods on how to work with homeopathic remedies for dogs. See the bottom of the page for advice on where to buy your remedies. Homeopathic remedies come in little pellets or granules, or sometimes in liquid form. You can also make your own homeopathic liquid using the pellets or granules (see Liquid Dosing below).



❓ Do you need a vet for ear mites?

Mild cases of ear mites may resolve themselves and don’t need veterinary attention. You can use over-the-counter drops like Hartz UltraGuard to provide relief and speed up the healing process. If over-the-counter treatments don’t work, see a vet to obtain prescription medication.



❓ Is olive oil good for dogs with hair loss?

If your dog has patches of dry skin, try applying a little olive oil to those rough patches. Olive oil is great at moisturizing dry, rough skin. And it even has another, secondary skin benefit: it can smother mites that could be causing your dog’s hair loss! Simply massage a small amount of oil into your dog’s skin.
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 Lady says:
   July 9, 2023 at 3:19 AM  
🚨Dr Clark’s Pet Parasite Program🚨 1. Parsley water: cook a big bunch of fresh parsley in a quart of water for 3 minutes. Throw away the parsley. After cooling, you may freeze most of it in several 1 cup Containers. This is a month’s supply. Put 1 tsp. parsley water on the pet’s food. You don’t have to watch it go down. Whatever amount is eaten is satisfactory. All dosages are based on a 10 pound (5 kilo) cat or dog. Double them for a 20 pound pet, and so forth. 2. Black Walnut Hull Tincture (regular strength): 1 drop on the food. Don’t force them to eat it. Count carefully. Treat cats only twice a week. Treat dogs daily, for instance a 30 pound dog would get 3 drops per day (but work up to it, increasing one drop per day). Do not use Extra Strength (or dilute it 1:4). Start the wormwood a week later. 3. Wormwood capsules: (200-300 mg wormwood per capsule) open a capsule and put the smallest pinch possible on their dry food. Do this for a week before starting the cloves. 4. Cloves: put the smallest pinch possible on their dry food. Keep all of this up as a routine so that you need not fear your pets. Also, notice how peppy and happy they become. Go slowly so the pet can learn to eat all of it. To repeat: Week 1: parsley water. Week 2: parsley water and black walnut. Week 3: parsley water, black walnut, and wormwood. Week 4: parsley water, black walnut, wormwood, and cloves. FYI: the link he’s telling everyone to visit is: drclark.net/en-us/cleanses/herbal-parasite-cleanse/parasite-chart-for-pets
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 clare zajac says:
   July 9, 2023 at 12:17 PM  
So this is pretty amazing I was looking at a way to help my dog. I’ve been studying natural medicine in people for quite a few years now and there’s a really good explanation why this works! Cilantro or parsley for coriander remove e-coli from the bladder and kidneys. Black walnut removes any parasites that a typical dewormer might miss. Clove oil would take care of any unseen tooth pain or a tooth issue. And mugwort or wormwood would deal with any kind of an anxiety issue. It’s really fascinating because dog’s body is having a immune response and something is in pain, a vet would easily overlook. The dogs can’t tell you my HooHa hurts, I think I have a UTI. Or I have a toothache . Or my anxiety is through the roof and I’m freaking out ! But this method covers all the bases that would be causing the immune response. I was looking for something to put on the dog to make it stop but this deals with the problem from the inside out. Absolutely amazing! I know this is an old article but I hope you see the comment anyway. Thank you so much for this!
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 bp xo says:
   July 10, 2023 at 12:16 AM  
Thanks for posting. My dog had another flare up of mange and I spent over 600 dollars on vet bills. She was on ivermectin everyday for I believe 3 months. Yes it went away but I would hate to put her through that again and have her take that cancer medication. She’s on her first week of this so I’ll keep you guys updated after she’s done with this remedy. 🙂
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 Pam Perez says:
   July 10, 2023 at 5:25 AM  
Thank you…. I have been trying to heal my beautiful Aussie for 5 years. Many things somewhat worked but hers went system wide. I actually found out about the essential oils but never heard of the parsley water. Im going to try again, thanks to you. Thank you. I promised my dog, Camille, i would never stop trying to free her of the mites that flooded her system. Ive taken her to several vets. None of them seem to actually want to help her. They all told me it was “Environmental Allergies” which it is not. These are very very small mites, and believe me they are inside and out of your dog. The internal method is what will work. Also, i have learned many things over the years of research and trying anything that might help her….. What i have come to find is if your home has ever suffered a flood or a toilet over flowed or a pipe burst, and the water was not remediated correctly you could have little creatures in your house that you wont even really see as a bug but it is. Essential oils will kill them but you first have to find them. They appear red usually. Thank you again for making this article.
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 carlyyy123 says:
   July 10, 2023 at 12:59 PM  
This is really useful and really great! But word of caution, cats are very sensitive to things like this (extracts and essential oils) so maybe skip cats on this one. But i think this is a great alternative to meds for dogs! The brand Frontline can be helpful for cats when used for 3 months consecutively ( according to my vet).
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 Izzyforeverlace&chrome says:
   July 10, 2023 at 9:31 PM  
Thank you so much for this! After applying Frontline Plus on my GSD who was already prone to seizures, she started having a cluster of seizures (10 in total) in one day, whereas she only had 1 or 2 seizures max every other day. We at one stage thought we are losing her. After a vet visit who only gave me sedatives to insert in her anally when she has another seizure, I bathed her to wash that crap off her,I pumped her with Aloe Vera gel juice, gave her activated charcoal, prayed and sat with her for 24 hours. I will NEVER again give her pharma products. For her seizures I give her raw weed daily and aloe vera gel juice and before I applied the Frontline Plus, she had not had seizures for over a month and a half. Your advice and the oils seem to help her now for the scratching and itching. I applied it on her fur and rubbed it in, I mixed it with vaseline, and added bicarbonate of soda and added Eucalyptus Oil and and seems to work so thank you so much for the oils you introduced, I think the Clove Oil did it for her to be honest because after I applied the mixture on her she hasn’t scratched at all! THANK YOU XOXOXOXO
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